Virtual Multi-disciplinary Team (vMDT) platform improves workflows and productivity within the heart failure pathway for patients in the UK National Health Service (NHS)
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Background: We implemented a virtual MDT platform as a technical solution to assist a heart failure MDT. vMDT would enable the team to document discussions and create actions for individual team members that were visible and transparent and thus ensuring rapid completion relating to patient care plans. Patients cases processed via this pathway in comparison to traditional approaches were able to access treatment optimisation and newer heart failure therapies more rapidly. Data from the vMDT platform helped plan for wider transformation.

Purpose: Integrating care between general practice (GP), community and hospital specialists is the current focus for the National Health Service (NHS) in the UK. An integrated approach necessitated better communication and sharing of information between MDTs. We decided that it was necessary to have the digital infrastructure to deliver this approach.

Method: The vMDT system harnessed information relevant to the patients heart failure and presented it to MDT members to view and contribute to the patients treatment plan, before, during and after a scheduled MDT meeting. Following the meeting the platform would instantly communicate actions to members of the professional team, ensuring transparency and rapid completion of actions. Processes were simplified, meaning that patients could be referred onwards at the click of a button. The patients could be referred into this pathway by a GP when patients continued to have symptoms. Pathway was made available to GP clinics covering a 200,000 patient population. Led by the commissioning transformation team, who managed the project alongside the GP cardiovascular lead, community heart failure nurse lead, and Hospital heart failure specialist nurse leads. Clinical pharmacists linked to the GP clinics were included and were the ones who would prepare, upload and present the heart failure cases.

Results: 98% (150 processed over 10 months) of patients referred along this pathway could be managed effectively. 5% would otherwise have been lost to follow up. 100% of actions created through this pathway were completed. 62% had their treatment optimised. Clinician satisfaction improved.

Conclusion: Virtual MDTs are the rave but there needs to be digital infrastructure to support this novel way of working, especially if we are to scale this up. A digital platform needs to have the safeguards for information security but also needs to align to an improved workflow for the health professionals working within the service. In future we would like to look at whether addition of decision support can further improve productivity and outcomes relating to optimisation of therapy for heart failure patients.